EXPOSED TEE SUSPENSION SYSTEMS ACCESSORIES

2" Beam End Retaining Clip – Joins main beam or cross tee to wall molding and web of suspension system with no visible pop rivets.
ALBERC (aluminum) – 200 pcs
FZALBERC (aluminum) – 50 pcs
BERC (steel) – 200 pcs
FZBERC (steel) – 50 pcs

BERC – Beam End Retaining Clip – Joins web of main beam or cross tee to wall molding with no visible pop rivets.
BERC – 200 pcs
FZBERC – 50 pcs

Seismic Joint Clip – Main Beam – Allows the ceiling to be divided at a splice on the main beam to accommodate the B.C. mandate for ceiling areas greater than 2500 SF of have seismic separation joints. E4 expansion sleeve is used to cover 3/4" gap.
SJMR9 for 9/16" – 100 pcs
FZSJMR9 for 9/16" – 50 pcs
SJMR15 for 15/16" – 100 pcs
FZSJMR15 for 15/16" – 50 pcs

ST.AC – Single Tee Adapter Clip – Used to create code compliant non-seismic and seismic C and D, E, F installations.
FZSTAC – 120 pcs
STAC – Single Tee Adapter – Used to create code compliant non-seismic and seismic C and D, E, F installations.
FZSTAC – 120 pcs

STAC – Single Tee Adapter – Used to create code compliant non-seismic and seismic C and D, E, F installations.
FZSTAC – 120 pcs
STAC – Single Tee Adapter – Used to create code compliant non-seismic and seismic C and D, E, F installations.
FZSTAC – 120 pcs

Seismic Joint Clip Cross Tee – Offers a tested seismic solution for separation joints in Seismic Category D, E, and F installations.
SJOG (PeakForm®) – 200 pcs
FZSJOG (PeakForm) – 50 pcs
SJCSI (square bulbs) – 200 pcs
FZSJCSI (square bulbs) – 200 pcs

Expansion Sleeves
ES4 – for 15/16" Prelude® – 100 pcs
FZES4 – 50 pcs
ES4G – for 9/16" Suprafine® – 100 pcs
FZES4G – 50 pcs
ES78004 – for 1/4" Silhouette® – 200 pcs
FZES78004 – 50 pcs
ES78008 for 1/8" Silhouette – 200 pcs
FZES78008 – 50 pcs

STAC – Single Tee Adapter – Used to create code compliant non-seismic and seismic C and D, E, F installations.
FZSTAC – 120 pcs
STAC – Single Tee Adapter – Used to create code compliant non-seismic and seismic C and D, E, F installations.
FZSTAC – 120 pcs

GC3W90 – Grip Clip
GCWA – Grip Clip Wall Attachment
GCWA – 250 pcs
FZGCWA – 50 pcs

GCWA – Grip Clip Wall Attachment
GCWA – 250 pcs
FZGCWA – 50 pcs

GCWA – Grip Clip Wall Attachment
GCWA – 250 pcs
FZGCWA – 50 pcs

GCWA – Grip Clip Wall Attachment
GCWA – 250 pcs
FZGCWA – 50 pcs

DBC – Drywall Clip – Allows for a “second” ceiling to be added at a splice on the main beam to accommodate the B.C. mandate for ceiling areas greater than 2500 SF to have seismic separation joints. E4 expansion sleeve is used to cover 3/4" gap.
SJMR9 for 9/16" – 100 pcs
FZSJMR9 for 9/16" – 50 pcs
SJMR15 for 15/16" – 100 pcs
FZSJMR15 for 15/16" – 50 pcs

DIMENSIONS:

- **Channels:**
  - **Width (A):** 2" (50 mm)
  - **Depth (B):** 1-1/2" (38 mm)
  - **Height (C):** 9/16" (14 mm)

- **Sleeves:**
  - **Width (D):** 1-1/2" (38 mm)
  - **Depth (E):** 9/16" (14 mm)

- **Rivets:**
  - **Head Diameter (F):** 3/32" (2.38 mm)
  - **Shank Diameter (G):** 1/16" (1.59 mm)
  - **Rivet Length (H):** 3/8" (9.52 mm)

TechLine 877 276-7876
armstrongceilings.com/gridaccessories
### EXPOSED TEE SUSPENSION SYSTEMS ACCESSORIES

**FZWS12 – Hanger Wire Splice** – Splices 12-gauge hanger wire; recommended for renovation applications; provides easy adjustment of ceiling height.  
    - 1,000 pcs  
    - 50 pcs  

**FZ7863 – Outside Corner Cover** – For nominal 7/8” angle molding; snap over molding to trim outside corners; 2” legs.  
    - 100 pcs  
    - 50 pcs  

**FZ7864 – Outside Corner Cover** – For nominal 7/8” molding; snap over molding to trim outside corners; 2” legs.  
    - 100 pcs  
    - 50 pcs  

**FZ7865 – Outside Corner Cover** – For nominal 9/16” angle molding; snap over molding to trim outside corners; 2” legs.  
    - 100 pcs  
    - 50 pcs  

**FZ7866 – Inside/Outside Corner Cover** – For nominal 7/8” angle molding; 1-3/4” legs.  
    - 50 pcs  

**FZ7867 – Inside/Outside Corner Cover** – For nominal 15/16” angle molding; 1-3/4” legs.  
    - 50 pcs  

**FZ7868 – Inside/Outside Corner Cover** – For nominal 9/16” angle molding; 1-3/4” legs.  
    - 50 pcs  

**FZ7869 – Inside/Outside Corner Cover** – For nominal 7/8” molding; 1-3/4” legs.  
    - 50 pcs  

**FZ7870 – Inside/Outside Corner Cover** – For nominal 9/16” molding; 1-3/4” legs.  
    - 50 pcs  

**FZ7871 – Inside/Outside Corner Cover** – For nominal 15/16” molding; 1-3/4” legs.  
    - 50 pcs  

**UHDCA – Universal Hold-Down Clip** – Attaches to top bulb of the suspension system to hold 1/16” to 5/8” lay-in panel in place; helps to prevent ceiling panel fluttering at entryways.  
    - 1,000 pcs  
    - 50 pcs  

**LFC – Fixture Clip** – Prefinished White for use at corners of light fixture modules on 9/16” exposed tee suspension systems (Suprafine®, Interlude®, Silhouette®); increases corner size to 15/16” which adapts light fixtures designed for the 15/16” suspension system; used when fixtures are not positively attached to the suspension system.  
    - 50 pcs  
    - 50 pcs  

**414AG – Retention Clip** – Attaches to main beams and cross tees behind lay-in ceiling; helps prevent accidental panel displacement by basketballs and other forces from below the ceiling.  
    - 100 pcs  
    - 50 pcs  

**GA7327 – Grid Adapter** – Allows for easy directional changes of Prelude® Main beams; 27” long component has two different end details. One end has a SuperLock™ clip with a rout 3” from the end, opposite end has an XL® clip with override end detail. This enables the adapter to be connected to either end of a Prelude main beam or plugged into a rout location on a main beam or cross tee.  
    - 60 pcs